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Episode 43
　　Weekly Bites V G



 Image 43 “Called Walkers  Those Ruled by Fate”
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YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/CARDFIGHTVanguard
Crunchyroll: https://www.crunchyroll.com/



Sneak Peek　Image 44

Scenes from the upcoming 
episode!

Image 44 “Entangled Fate”
Aichi finally awakens as the strongest PSYqualia zombie. Kai, Ren, and friends head for 
the Tatsunagi mansion upon contact from Misaki, but the one who stands in their way 
is none other than Ibuki.
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Sneak Peek! Next Episode

Unavoidable fight

This is Aichi?!

Even idol is on the move

Points to take note this week
① Aichi becomes a PSYqualia zombie!?
② Kai and Ibuki meets again! and fights!?
③ The one following Ren and Tetsu is……!?
Take note~!



This week’s key item♪

Filming Props

Episode 9: “Hey, would you like to eat this too?”

The peaceful village of Pearlel became lively when a filming team came. While the five of 
them were helping out with the filming team, Caro was quickly roped in to star in the movie!



Character Design Reveal♪
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“Unparalleled Ingenuity, 
Loura”

©Project Vanguard2018※Image is of product under development

Support for highlander decks where every card has a 
different name!
Ability activates if the top 10 cards of the deck have 
different names (repeated trigger cards is fine)

From the 10 cards, call any number of them to 
rear-guard circle, and they get power +10 000!!

“Primary Melody”
   on sale May 17 (Friday), 2019 



2019.1.25(fri) 
Delete End 3.29(fri)On Stage♪
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・During your turn, power +10 000
・Though this unit cannot stand during
　stand phase, by resting 2 rear-guards,
　this unit stands!

“Brutal Jack”

※Image is of product under development

 “Light of Salvation, 
Logic of Destruction”

    on sale June 7(Friday), 2019
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・When placed, if you have a total of four or less
　cards in your hand and rear-guards, draw a
　card!

・When you Counter-Blast, retire this unit, and
　Counter-Charge 1!

 “Light of Salvation, 
Logic of Destruction”

    on sale June 7(Friday), 2019

“Clay-doll Mechanic”

※Image is of product under development




